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 …en example of contextual understanding

 Definitions of context

 Gartner on Context computing

 Examples of context modeling





Emile Berliner (May 20, 1851 - August 3, 

1929) was an inventor, best known for 

developing the disc record gramophone.





Hans Jack Berliner (born January 27, 1929) 

Professor of Carnegie Mellon University, 

is a former World Correspondence Chess Champion.





[….] Today, in the world of freedom, the proudest 

boast is "Ich bin ein Berliner." [….]



http://www.googlism.com/index.htm?ism=berliner



 berliner is regents’ professor of education at arizona state university

 berliner is the first ethnomusicologist to receive a macarthur foundation research

 berliner is a member of the board of directors of the ayn rand institute in marina del rey

 berliner is on his way to becoming the film world's leading documentarian on the

 berliner is completely resistant to his son's attempts to question him

 berliner is a lawyer in columbus

 berliner is the 2003 recipient of the brock international prize in education

 berliner is a noted surgeon at north shore university hospital

 berliner is emile

 berliner is museum in quebec

 berliner is a classical design for neurological hammers

 berliner is engaged in the construction of a small improved model having a small car 
attached underneath

 berliner is currently serving as the dean of the college of education

 berliner is also the name of a certain type of pastry

 berliner is one of the most popular chess sets available and the design was inspired by 
the chess sets of the 1920's

 berliner is the president and chief financial officer of berliner photography

 berliner is associate professor and chair of the program in health services management



 berliner is an aviation writer who was a full time employee of the national committee on 
aerial phenomena

 berliner is a member of radio club of america and is a graduate of rutgers university 
 berliner is a 1978 graduate of the university of california hastings college of the law
 berliner is an ethnomusicologist at northwestern
 berliner is a partner for the firm fulbright & jaworski llp in los angeles
 berliner is a renowned authority on computers and chess
 berliner is general counsel and executive vice president of forest city ratner companies
 berliner is hofstra university's provost and senior vice president for academic affairs
 berliner is currently a faculty member at the new school for social research
 berliner is a new montreal museum dedicated to the sound industry
 berliner is a practitioner of tibetan buddhism
 berliner is the director of research for the harborview hospital program for traumatic 

stress in seattle
 berliner is a former professor of anatomy at the university of utah and from 1970 to 

1973
 berliner is one of the most successful correspondence chess players of all time
 berliner is the founder and publisher of sweat magazine 
 berliner is a recipient of the rockefeller
 berliner is one of the new breed of storytellers
 berliner is suffering from classic ―same name syndrome‖ and denies sharing his name 

with others



Most of the claims about 

Berliner were true –

depending on the context.



We have many definitions:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Context

http://www.answers.com/context

http://www.google.com/search?num
=100&hl=en&lr=&oi=defmore&d
efl=en&q=define:context

http://www.britannica.com/search?q
uery=context&ct=

http://www.etymonline.com/index.p
hp?term=context

http://www.googlism.com/index.htm
?ism=berliner

http://www.googlism.com/index.htm
?ism=context
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 Context is always used as a term for packaging 
information for a particular need
◦ …packaging can appear in various forms

 A criterion for selecting or prioritization 
information from a broader pool of information 
could be called contextual model

 Good contextual model is the one which selects a 
right information for a particular need



 Formalism: logic based vs. probabilistic descriptions

 Dynamics: static vs. temporal/dynamic contexts

 Scenarios: global model vs. multiple local models

 Cross modal: modeling contexts across different data 
modalities (text, multilinguality, social networks, audio, 
images, video, sensors)

 User aspects: context for single user vs. user communities vs. 
contexts for machine processing

 Efficiency: expressivity vs. scalability

 Acquisition: manual vs. semi automatic vs. automatic 
approaches

 Best practices: economy of different application scenarios

 Evaluation: information compression (not really addressed yet)









 Context-aware computing centers around the concept of leveraging information 
about the end user —
◦ the environment, processes, communities and various persona employed when interacting 

with computing technologies. 
◦ In economic terms, context-aware computing is about lowering context-switching costs to 

increase efficiencies and effectiveness for businesses. 

 The opportunities and challenges posed by context-aware computing are wide-
ranging:
◦ For networking service providers: Mobility, combined with location services and the 

presence information available in unified communications - context-enriched services (also 
known as "what you need is what you get [WYNIWYG]).

◦ In CRM: This is where context-enriched services can be used to anticipate the requirements 
of end users at the moment of need across a variety of channels, such as e-commerce, m-
commerce and voice interactions.

◦ In the development of software that can react quickly enough to be relevant as context 
switches occur: This includes extending Web services, customer-facing applications and 
portals to include context-enriched services.

◦ In collaboration: Where systems can correlate not only information sources but also 
communication and community resources in real time to enhance productivity and 
innovation.

◦ In search: Where implementations that use location and social graphs can be extended and 
opened up.

◦ In information management: Where increased understanding of context information will 
enable independent software vendors (ISVs) and software developers to leverage 
information sources and to create sophisticated rules that can be used by intelligent agents.

◦ In security: Where model-driven rules can enable users to switch easily among personas in 
a private and secure way.







A contextual ontology is a pair: 
◦ OWL ontology
◦ a set of context mappings

Slide taken from ―C-OWL: contextualizing ontologies‖ Fausto Giunchiglia October 
22, 2003





 Data: Reuters news dataset 
(830,000 articles)

 Each news article is assigned 
into two categorization 
schemas:
◦ Topics
◦ Geography

 Each categorization schema 
offers a different view on the 
data
◦ …both optics were calculated 

automatically with KCCA method

Topics view

Countries view

Documents



(WWW2008)



 What is the most common 
tasks where we manipulate 
text in everyday life?
◦ ―Internet search‖!

 …but – how smart is search 
technology today?
◦ …not too smart!

◦ It is sophisticated, but not smart…



 Query ―jaguar‖ 
has many 
meanings…

 …but the first 
page of search 
engines doesn’t 
provide us with 
many answers

 …there are 84M 
more results



Query

Conceptual map

Search Point

Dynamic 
contextual 
ranking based 
on the search 
point

http://searchpoint.ijs.si/




 We modeled contextual point of view used in two different 
news sources for describing the same events

 We compared CNN and Aljazeera reports about the same 
events
◦ …300 aligned articles describing the same story from both 

sources

 The same topics are expressed with two different contextual 
views:
◦ CNN with:
 Insurgents, Terrorist, Terrorism, …
 (Insurgents, Troops, Baghdad, Iran, Militant, Police, Suicide, Terrorist, United, National, Sunday, Monday, 

Ap, Hussein, Called, Alleged, Israeli, Syria, Thursday, Terrorism, …)

◦ Aljazeera with:
 Rebels, Fighters, Resistance, …
 (Iraq, Iraqi, Attacks, Adding, Mr, Claims, Rebels, Withdrawing, Report, Fighters, President, Resistance, 

Occupation, British, Injured, Army, Demanded, Hit, Muslim, Americans, …)



 The relevance of ―Context‖ in computing 
seems to be growing 

 …many application areas see an opportunity 
in extending its value by introducing ―context 
sensitivity‖

 More details do to be found in ISWC2006 
Tutorial on ―context sensitivity‖
◦ http://videolectures.net/iswc06_athens_ga/

◦ …includes many theoretical and AI approaches

http://videolectures.net/iswc06_athens_ga/

